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BMP - Short for "Bitmap."This format is a commonly used raster graphic format for saving image files.
Compression - A process where a digital file is made smaller to save storage space. A digital process
that allows a data file to be condensed by removing discrete that are not necessary for adequate
representation. This allows for files to be more efficiently stored stored or transmitted.
Cropping - The process of reframing an image and sometimes altering the aspect ratio at the same
time.
DPI - Dots per inch is a term that is used to represent the resolution of a digital file or print.
Format - the form in which information is organized or presented.
GIF - Graphic Interchange Format, this is a compressed file format was designed to be used over the
Internet.
Gigabyte (GB) - A unit of measurement equal to 1,000 megabytes.
High Resolution - the term generally refers to those files that are suitable to print, this is typically
accepted as being those files with a resolution of 300dpi at the specified size.
JPEG - A file format that was developed by the joint photographic experts group featuring built-in a
lossy compression. JPEG 2000 - A newer version of the JPEG file, being more flexible and allowing
better quality, creating less visible artifacts.
Kilobyte (K) - A unit of measurement consisting of 1,024 bytes.
Low Resolution - the term is generally taken to mean an image that is suitable for display on a screen,
but not for printing.
Megabytes (MB) - A measurement equal to 1,024 kilobytes.
Pixel - the smallest part of the image, the building block of the image, stands for picture element.
Pixelation - The visibility of individual pixel edge within an image, often caused by excessive
enlargement.
PNG - is a compressed raster graphic format. It is commonly used on the Web and is also a popular
choice for application graphics.

Resolution - the number of pixels that can be printed or displayed over a certain distance, typically
the number of dots or pixels an inch. Resolution is only relevant in relation to the print or display
size.
TIFF - A file format for graphics developed by Aldus, Adobe and Apple that’s particularly suited for
representing scanned images and other large bit maps.
Watermark - A watermark is a visible image imprinted or embossed directly onto the paper or
digitally added onto an image later. It would be your name, your company logo, the company name,
the copyright symbol or nearly anything that marks that image as belonging to you.
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